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University fund-raising efforts gear up
By Jessica Adams
TheArbiter----

_

Boise State's annual fundraising efforts start Monday;
Sept. 30, via telephone and
mail solicitations by student
workers.
Each year, the drive collects about $350,000 in donations from Boise State supporters and alumni. The
annual fund- drive is part of
the university's effort to raise
private money for scholarships.
Like many universities,

Boise State has a wide spectru:n of fund-raising events,
including the annual fund
drive, capital campaigns and
corporation
foundation
fundraising.

Vice
President
.of
University
Advancement
Rick Smith said Boise State is
reorganizing its fund-raising
so that deans will be responsible for setting their respective
college's priorities.
"We are contemplating
fund-raising for a-building on
the west campus; we're in discussions about raising money

for a new business building, a tion would soon start to
new nursing center, a new refine and address goals in
health and wellness center, so order to conduct research to
we're talking about those find potential patrons.
areas as university projects,"
"That's our next evolution
Smith said.
in fund-raising," said Smith.
"The sources for those will
Smith also said student
be the private donations, cor- involvement in fund raising is
porations that will benefit crucial.
from having their name on
"The first goal is to raise
the building."
money, second is to stay in
The Boise State University communication with alums
Foundation plans to build its and potential friends of the
full-time,
professional
university; that's why it's so
fundraising staff, which is critical that students call,"
extremely limited right now. Smith said.
Smith said that the founda"They'll have questions

about a professor, or a college, or what's happening on
campus."
TIle phone-a-then will last
six to seven weeks, depending
on response
from
prospective patrons.
Phone-a-fhon training is
scheduled for this week.
Seventy students
have
already been hired for this
year's annual drive. Brandon
Smith, director of annual giving, said the university plans
to hire and train another 30
students before the annual
phone-a-then begins.

"We're going to be calling
50,000 friends and alumni this
year, and we're providing
more training for our student
fund-raisers, Smith said.
If fund-raising goals fall
short during the campaign,
the number of student fundraisers may be reduced.
"The campaign will run
throughout
the month of
October, but we're talking
about cutting back on some of
the people," Smith said.

University
Service Union
numbers
grow slightly
Still, organizers say
Idaho laws limit power
. By_Casey Wyatt
TheArbiter
-----

__

Four Boise State employees joined
the Service
Employees
International
Union local 687 Wednesday,
raising the number of Boise
State members from 10 to 14.
The union sponsored a
four-hour membership drive
in the history department
conference room, and more
than 20 employees showed
interest by attending a meeting later that night -at the
union's office in Garden
City.
Jane Busser, human services director, said rising
interest could be attributed
to "a most challenging year."
"Employees
have had
their health insurance cut,"
Busser said.
"They might be looking
for different ways to promote their interests."
But a group of 20 employees is a tiny percentage of the
nearly 3500 employed at
Boise State. Low interest is
usually blamed on unions'
lack of potency in Idaho.
"Idaho is a very conservative state. It's definitely an
uphill battle for unions in
Idaho,"
said Dr. Peter
Lichtenstein, chair of the
Economics Department.
When asked if he had
attended the meeting, he
said: "1 was &oing to go, but
I had a class. '
A section of Idaho Code
usually referred to as the
"Right to Work" law makes
it illegal to compel or prohibit union membership as a
requirement of employment.
Without complete representation, unions lose power to
represent a group of employees collectively.
Idaho has the tenth-lowest union membership in the
country for state employees
(8.7%), according to the u.s.

Citizens rally at Statehouse
for Medicaid dental benefits
The sound of chattering teeth echoed in the statehouse last Friday, when about 75 low-income
activists from Idaho Community
Action Network
(ICAN) marched to the governor's office in protest
of recent Medicaid dental cuts. The cuts, according
to ICAN, limit adult dental
coverage
under
Medicaid to. emergencies only, not providing preventative dental care.
Above: Susan Merrill watches her husband Michael
Merrill, who has a degenerating gum disease, during
the march to the governor's office. Michael's teeth
were pulled with the intention of putting in implants a
week before dental benefits were cut. As a.result of the
cuts, they say, Michael cannotafford the implants.
"Now-all I can eat is mush," Michael said.
Left: Activists march to the governor's office armed
with plastic wind-up chattering teeth, and postcards
from Idaho residents calling for the reinstatement of
the Medicaid dental coverage that had been cut last
April.

See Union, Page 3

Administration: Students need to check e-mail
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Boise State's Broncoweb e-mail system is
now the primary way for BSU to communicate
information to students; however, the administration said many students are still not checking
their 'accoun ts.
.
. The new electronic mail system was installed
last year, and has steadily grown in importance.
Mark Wheeler, dean of Enrollment Services, said
e-mail makes better financial sense for the
university.

"For a school-wide mailing, the costs of
stamps alone can top $6,000," Wheeler said.
"That estimate doesn't include paper,
envelopes, and the cost of labor for the mailing."
Wheeler also said that the e-mail system is
more time-efficient.
"A letter can reach a student in two to three
minutes rather than two to three days," Wheeler
said
This is especially important when time-sensitive materials such as financial aid information
requests are sent out. The needed information
can be returned and processed that much quicker, avoiding unnecessary delays in an already
time-consuming process.
The e-mail system also helps professors reach
students with class, notes, group assignments
and other important class information.
Most
professors also have personal and class Web
sites that contain valuable information for their
classes.
.
"We have the poteritial to reallymake como.
.munication simple," Wheeler said.

"But students need to make certain they're
checking their mail, otherwise the system is
worthless. We are becoming more and more
reliant on this system, and, students who aren't
checking in aTe missing a lot."
. Wheeler said despite the 5,000 hits to
Broncoweb, there are still students who haven't
looked at their accounts since school started this
year.,
"All students should be _checking their.
Broncoweb mail at least two times a week, more
if they receive information from teachers via email," he said.
'
According to Wheeler, the university will
send out registration appointment information
bye-mail in about three weeks, and hot by paper
mail. This means in order to register as early as
possible, students need to check their e-mail regularly.
..
_
To learn more about the Broncoweb e-mail
system, talk to a lab consultant or visit
http://broncoweb.boisestate.edu/mailfaq.htm
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Campus Shorts
South
U. Arkansas' White to
review proposed fraternity
changes
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.':"The number of fraternity
pledges has continued to
decline at the University of
Arkansas, and a list of proposed changes circulating
around campus aims to halt
the downward slide while
polishing the image of the
greek system. Twenty recommendations to the system
were released Monday by a
task force Chancellor Johri A.
White created in April.
The task force recommends keeping freshmen out
of fraternity houses, delaying
Rush until the fifth week of
class durin!? the fall semester
and the third week during
the spring semester and
allowing scholarship money
-to pay for fraternity 'housing.
The task force also recommends the changes for a
four-year trial period in an
attempt to increase the number of new members and
ways to retain them.
Twelve of the recommendations
are
complete
changes while .the others are
clarifications of some of the
current
rules
needing
enforcement, said David G.
Gearhart, vice chancellor for
University Advancement.
A finaf draft of the resolu-:
tion will go to Whit~ after the
task force's last meeting Oct.
10.
Seminar teaches students
how to judge
barbecue contests
MILLEDGEVILLE, Ga. Barbecue is a matter of pride
for Southerners, so it may
not be much of a surprise
that Ric Rowe and Bob Samat
came all the way from
Illinois to learn about good
barbecue.
What may be surprising is

,
Photti~~uteS'J

of Knight Ridder Newspapers

An Israeli policeman inspects a public bus where a suicide bomber blew himself up on Thursday in Tel Aviv.

"It just seemed like a good
that they spent most of their
day in a classroom
at . way to pet around and meet
Georgia College & State people,' Rowe said. "We like
University with about 60 barbecue, and we like blues.
other men and women and And anywhere there's barbeonly spent about an hour cue, there's usually blues."
Rowe also noted that the
tasting barbecue.
only way to get meat at most
Rowe and Samat traveled
to Georgia to attend the day- competitions is to be a memlong seminar conducted by ber of a team or close friends
volunteers with Memphis in with members of a team:..or a
May, an organization that judge.
sanctions barbecue cook-offs
and judges.
Memphis in May is one of
only a few sanctioning organizations for barbecue com- Many Midwest colleges
petitions. GC&SU's hospitalhaven't seen dip in
ity and tourism program in foreign enrollment
its school of business, in conjunction with organizers of
ST. LOUIS - A year and
Vienna's Big Pig Jig, spon- bunches of red tape ago, offisored last week's seminar.
cials who work with internaFollowing the seminar,
tional students at U.S. colparticipants took a test, and leges and universities began
those who passed only have to fear the worst. It hasn't
to judge two competitions to happened, at least not at
become sanctioned judges.
many Midwest schools.
Judy Ledford is CEO of
The students haven't disthe Dooly County Chamber
appeared,
far from
it.
of Commerce and helps
Washington University ..and
organize
the
Big Pig Southern Illinois University
Jig-Georgia's largest barbe- at Edwardsville rerort about
cue competition-each year. as many as last fal .
She said there is a high
At Webster University in
demand for judges at com- St. Louis, Southern Illinois
petitions
across
the University
at Carbondale
Southeast.
and
the University
of

fall
computer
lab
hours

Midwest

Missouri at Columbia counts
are actually up by a few !,Jercentage points from this time
a year ago. And overseas students might have shown up'.
in even greater numbers if
not for more and stricter
rules for getting student
visas.
Statistics from the U.S.
State Department show little
year-to-year change in the
number of student visa applications turned down, but a 22
percent decline in those
approved.
.
Neither terrorism nor a
two-month wait for her visa
deterred Tee Trang Trieu
from Vietnam, who transferred
from
Webster's
Thailand camI?us to its main
campus here this fall. "1 just
want to travel," she said.

Markean A. Neal, a senior
journalism major, was in critical condition for two days
after reportedly
suffering
major head and possible
spine injuries.
The crash occurred around
6:30 a.m, on U.S. Hwy. 89-91
in . Wellsville, Utah. The
women were returning to
Logan from Salt Lake City
after attending a party.
Utah State Highway Patrol
trooper Bart Rindlisbacher
said it is likely Neal fell
asleep while heading northbound and crossed the southbound lanes. When she woke
up, she overcorrected and ran
head-on into another vehicle,
he said.
Three passengers in Neal's
car, Candace Maryweather,
Lynnise Chapoose and Julia
Jones, all from North Logan,
were taken to Lo~an Re~onal
Hospital with rrunor injuries.
They have been released.
Maryweather suffered a
pelvis fracture and Jones
mjured her ankle, she said.
Rindlisbacher
said
Victoria Brown of Lo/?an,
Utah,
the other
driver
involved in the crash, broke
her heel bone. Her passenger,
Adam Lopez of Logan, broke
his ankle.
No charges were filed, but
alcohol may have played a
part in the crash, he said.
California State campuses
get OK for smoking rules

SAN JOSE, Calif. California State University
campuses got the go-ahead
this week to strengthen their
campus smoking policies, a
move initiated. by students
and anti-smoking advocates
concerned about the dangers
of secondhand smoke.
Utah State U. student in
Approved by CSU trustees
intensive care after collision
in Long Beach, the change
allows campus presidents to
LOGAN, Utah - A Utah make and enforce smoking
State University student and policies that go beyond state
former softball team outfield- law after consulting with stuer is in intensive care at LDS
dents, faculty and staff.
Hospital in Salt Lake City
after being involved in a - Compiled from Arbiter wire
head-on collision Sept. 15.
services by Matt Neznanski

West

Business Building
B-209
426-1 201

Multipurpose Facility
MP-121
426-4121

http://cobe.boisestate.edu/coblab/
M-Thu
7:30am - 10:00pm
Fri
7:30am - 5:30pm
Sat
8:00am - 6:00pm
Sun
10:00am - 4:00pm

http://oit.boisestate.edu/stulab/
M-Thu
7:00am - 12:00 midnight
Fri
7:00am J- 6:00pm
Sat
9:00am - 5:00pm
Sun
9:00am - 10:00pm

Liberal Arts Building
LA-206
426-4210

Communi cation Building
C-114
426-3816

M-Fri
Sat-Sun

http://sspa.boisestate.edu/labpol.html
M-Thu
8:00am - 9:00pm
Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat
Noon
- 5:00pm
Sun
2:00pm - 7:00pm

3:00pm - 6:00pm
12:00pm -6:00pm

Peterson-Preco Learning Center
Pavilion
426-3077

Education Building
E-417
426-1435

http://pplc.boisestate.edu/pplc/
M-Thu
7:00am - 10:00pm
Fri
7:00am - 4:30pm
Sun
4:00pm - 10:00pm

M-W
Thu
Fri

(Course Testing Only)

8:30am - 8:00pm
8:30am - 9:00pm
8:30am - 5:00pm

Engineering Building
ET-212/239
426-4428
Public Affairs/Art
PAAW-125

West Building
426-3816

http://sspa.boisestate.edu/labpol.html
M
8:00am - 8:30am,
11:30am - 6:00pm
8:00am - 9:00am,
T
10:00am - 8:00pm
8:00am -. 8:00pm
W
8:00am - 9:00am,
Thu
10:30am - 12:30pm
1:30pm - 8:00pm
Noon
- 5:00pm
Fri
10:00am - 3:00pm
Sat

http://oit.boisestate.edu/stulab/
M-Thu
7:00am
Fri
7:00am
Sat
9:00am
Sun
Noon

Technical Services Building
TS-219
426-2488
http://selland.boisestate.edu/baad/computer.html
M,W
8:00am - 6:00pm
T,Thu
8:00am - 7:00pm
Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat
10:00am - 4:00pm
Sun
11:OOam- 5:00pm

Student Email

\

T~e University provides you with a Student email account. Your email address is
contained in your registration letter.

- 11 :OOpm
- 5:00pm
- 5:00pm
- 5:00pm

-

\~

The University will be sending you important information and reminders to this address.

It is your responsibility the read the information sent, so be sure to check your student email frequently.
For information go to http://broncoweb.boisestate.edu/mailfaq.htm

Access from Home d

!

Student fees are paid to provide for computer labs, not access from home..

.f

:i,

Students who need access from home may obtain this service from' an ISP
(Internet Service Provider).
.
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But benefits may
outweigh risks

\
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By Seth Borenstein
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)

o

Photo by Kelly Doy, The Arbiter.

Former ASBSU President Nate Peterson broadens the pool of registered
at BSU.
'

Sitting at a booth in the
Student Union Building
Tuesday and Thursday, former ASBSU president Nate
Peterson has registered 150
students in five hours of
work. He wants to register
2,000 voters before the Nov.
8 elections and build a voter
identification database.
Peterson attended the
College Democrats' first
meeting Wednesday to ask

for support.
"I think students can
make a big difference in this
year's election," Peterson
said;.
The information in the
voter database will be used
by Student
Advocated
Voter Education, an interest
group Peterson is pioneering. SAVE will be reporting
on how state and federal
legislators vote on educa-

voters

tional issues.
"This is a non-partisan
effort that will help students
p'et around
the
rhetoric, ' Peterson said.
Peterson invited all interested parties to help promote student turnout at the
polls. Anyone interested
can contact him at SAVEBSU@hotmail.com.
--

Arbiter staff

------

WASHINGTON _ If you
need a blood transfusion, the
Foodand
Drug
Administration suggests that
you consider alternatives,
s ch as storing your own
load or delaying surgery, to
avoid a chance of infection
with the West Nile virus.
- The virus is known to be
present in some of the
nation's blood supply, and
federal health officials are
scurrying to find a way to
test hundreds of thousands
of units of donated blood for
the sometimes deadly mosquito-borne disease.
.
But because those tests
will not be developed and
ready to use before next
spring at the earliest, the
FDA is advising people who
need blood transfusions to
consider alternatives.
"We believe there is a risk
and we're acting on it," said
Dr. Jesse Goodman, the
deputy director of the FDA's
Center
for
Biologics
Evaluation and Research.
"We in all honesty do not
have information
yet to
define how great that risk
is."

gesting that Jesus had been
Lindenwood
an ethical vegetarian and
that the university's
University's
Christian roots should
meat- for-tuition
cause it to reconsider the
policy draws fire program.
Spellmann said he has
no intention of doing so.
By Shane Anthony
"This is the Midwest,
St. LOllis Post-Dispatch
where food still comes from
(KRT) --'
----the farm," he said. "This
program will continue to
ST. LOUIS - Instead of
flourish."
writing a check for tuition,
About half a dozen famiparents of some
lies have participated in tl.le
Lindenwood University stu- . program, according to urudents hand over bacon,
versity spokesman Scott
sausage and ham.
Queen.
For several years, the
One of the students who
school in St. Charles, Mo.,
benefited from such barter
has accepted pigs in lieu of
was Sally Miller, 24, who
cash, and then served the
graduated in 2000. Miller
meat in the school cafeteria.
grew up on a farm near
Lindenwood President
Silex, Mo., where her father,
Dennis Spell mann started
Kurt Bruns, 61, still raises
the practice to help family
cattle, corn, wheat, soybeans
farmers send their children
and hay with her two older
to college.
brothers.
Miller said her father
On Tuesday, an animalheard about Lindenwood's
rights group asked
Spelhnann to halt the policy. tuition program when she
Bruce G. Friedrich, direcwas a junior and hog prices
were low. The family took
tor of vegan outreach for
some hogs to a processor in
People for the Ethical
Silex and gave the meat to
Treatment of Animals, sent
a letter to Spellmann sug-
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Officials: West Nile in blood supply

Peterson gets the vote out ---

-,-

The Arbiter

Lindenwood, where it
wound up on students'
plates. Miller said the program saved her a bundle on
student loans.
The school's tuition is
$11,200 a year for full-time
students.
Queen said the school
asks farmers in the program
to give the university $2,200
worth of market pork. The
university credits them for
the amount it would have
cost the school to buy the
meat at retail prices.
Lindenwood officials are
working on accepting cattle
for tuition, too, and some
students have grown soybeans to sell for tuition
money, said Queen.
Friedrich said the program promotes factory
farms that mutilate the animals' genitals, teeth and
ears without painkillers and
confine them to small crates.
"This is nonsense,"
Spellmann said. He recalled
joking about Lindenwood
students eating high on the
hog. "Well, they'll continue
to eat that way." .

Officials emphasized that
they're acting on a precautionary basis and that the
public should not overreact.
Even though it's possible
that some people might have
gotten the disease through
blood transfusions, it's not as
if all the nation's blood supply is tainted, said Dr. Louis
Katz, the president-elect of
America's Blood Center.
"The question is how frequently (getting the disease
through a blood transfusion)
would happen," Katz told

Union

from page 1
Department of Labor's union
membership re\?ort for 2001.
For many, It may seem
that union membership in
Idaho is futile. Jeff Olson,
adjunct history professor and
organizer for the SEIU, disagrees.
"Not only can we help to
resolve a whole array of individually-related
problems,
but we will be fighting for
better representation of state
employees in the legislature.
We expect
interest
to

Knight Ridder Newspapers.
"My guess is it's not very
frequent."
Health officials repeated
that people cannot get the
disease by donating blood
and that current blood supplies are tight, so donations
are needed urgently.
Officials from the FDA,
National Institutes of Health,
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, the nation's
blood banks and medical
testing companies will gather Friday in Bethesda, Md.,
to discuss how to speed
development of quick West
Nile tests, Katz said.
As of Thursday afternoon,
1,745 human cases of West
Nile had been confirmed this
year in the United States,
causing 84 deaths. Six cases
in Mississippi and Louisiana
have been associated with
polio-like paralysis, officials
said Thursday.
Goodman told reporters
Thursday, "It's most prudent
to assume that blood-borne
transmission can and likely
has occurred."
After weeks of investigating whether any West Nile
patient got the-disease from
blood transfusions, officials
said the evidence was convincing that a 24-year-old
woman contracted the disease through blood transfusions after giving birth in
July.
The woman received 18
units of blood, 15 of which
were tested after the fact. Of
those 15, three were contaminated with the West Nile
virus. Officials also are
investigating at least five
other cases in which people
are suspected of contracting
the virus through blood
transfusions. The CDC has
confirmed that four people
contracted the disease from
transplanted organs.
"We believe to wait until
we have proof on additional

cases
before moving
blood-screening testing forward would be a mistake,"
Goodman said. "It is likely
that it will be needed."
For the 4.5 million people
who receive blood each year,
"the potential benefits outweigh the risk" of contracting
West
Nile
virus,
Goodman said. Even so, he
added: "We do think people
need to be aware of this,
potential risk."
Goodman said if patients
were worried they might
want to look at alternatives
to receiving blood. Those
include donating blood in
advance
for your
own
surgery,
utilizing
bloodrecovery techniques during
surgery and perhaps delaying elective surgery.
"Those are all valid possibilities,"
Goodman
said.
"There's too little information to make a general recommendation."
The FDA is trying to
quickly find ways to test
blood for West Nile virus,
but there are many obstacles
to overcome.
Thevirus seems to live in
the bloodstream for only a
few days. During that period, if someone who is infected donates blood, the virus
can be passed to someone
else.
The most developed test
for West Nile virus looks for.
the antibodies that people
develop when exposed to the
disease.
But early tests
revealed
that antibodies
show up only after the virus
has left the bloodstream, so
this method isn't a good way
to screen donated blood.
"Many people will have
this antibody in their blood
and be perfectly safe as
blood donors:' said Dr. Lyle
Petersen, an expert on West
Nile at the CDC.

continue
to grow,"
said
Olson.
In the first half of 2002, the
union has added 125 members to its 600 from across
southern Idaho. Membership
in the SEIU local 687 costs $17
a month, and all public
employees are eligible.

\2 .

For more
news
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stories, visit
arblteronline.corn

UCF begins finger-pr-int ID program.
By Amy L. Edwards
The Orlando Sentinel --ORLANDO,
Fla.University of Central Florida
students can now get into
the campus' Recreation and
Wellness Center using only
the tips of their fingers for
identification.
It's part of a $150,000
security system that scans
points of a fingerprint to
identify the student. The
goal is to maintain tight
security
in the 85,000square-foot center.
It is among the first such
systems ins taIled at a Florida
university,
manufacturers
say.
Some students like the
new technology because it
simplifies their trips to the
gym by allowing them to
leave their student IDs at
home. But others wonder
whether the scanning system violates their privacy.
Student Todd McClelland
has been using the center
since January and said he
doesn't plan on having his
fingerprint scanned into the
'. system.
.
"I
don't
like
it,"
McClelland said. "The cards
work perfectly fine."
But most students aren't
overly concerned, school
administrators said.
"A few initial people said
'no
be~ause. of privacy
issues,
said Rick Falco,
coordinator of the center.
"But once you educate them
as to what's really. h~pp'ening, they are OK With It.
The units at UCF scan
only points of .the finger"
print, Falco said. It then
stores a template into the
unit. "You can't reprint the
fingerprint from the scan,"
Falco said.
Even with this information some students remain
wa;y. As an option, one'
entrance will remain open
for those who want to enter
the traditional way-with
their shident!D.
The increasing nation. wide use of the scanning
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system, known as biometncs, has caught the attention
of the American
Civil
Liberties Union.
"We are very concerned
with the growing use of this
technology,"
said
Alessandra Meetze, communications director of the
ACLU of Florida. "Our concern is that the students are
told exactly what is going on
... and told they have an
option."
With about 4,500 people
using the center daily, security was a top concern for
school officials.
"It was initially created to
prevent (people) from usin~
IDs that weren't theirs,'
Falco said.
When former UCF quarterback-turned-professional
football
player
Daunte
Culpepper tried to get into
the center, an employee
wouldn't let him in because
he didn't have an ID.
Culpepper'
tried
to
explain, Falco said, but the
employee-a freshman-didn't know the alumnus and
remained
adamant
that
everyone must enter with
their ID.
Photo by Shoun A, Hill, Orlando Sentinel
When the center first
Tracy Thompson, right shows Deka Thorne how to use
opened,
Falco said his
the new finger scanning system at the Recreation and
employees were referring
Wellness Center at the University of Central Florida.
five to 10 students a day to
judicial affairs for trying to mainstream:" Spie/?el said. implemented all over."
enter with an invalid ID.
"The technology IS being
Using the new system,
students gain access to the
.center in a matter of secondsby placing their index fingers on the scanner and then
entering an eight-digit code
into a keypad.
It took only, a minute for
junior Deka Thorne to get
scanned into the system
recently.
"I think it's cool," Thorne
said. "I don't have to work
out with my card anymore."
UCF is one of the first universities in the state to usebiometrics in this type of .
facility,' said Marc Spiegel,
national account executive
for
Siemens
Building
Technology.
"It's going to become
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The Game features teems
of five players each
competing to score points
from trivia questions.
Gather Your Brains together
today!! Register at the Info
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Powell must remain Bush's right-hand man
By Rusha Modi

Brown Daily Herald
(Brown U.) ------

:J

Time magazine reported
recently that Secretary of State
Colin Powell had a "firm
plan" for leaving the administration at the end of President
George Bush's first term in
office.
Increasingly frustrated for
being the lone voice of moderation on a whole host of issues
since entering office, notably
over possible war with Iraq,
Powell apparently plans to
exit
in
2005. Powell's
spokesman
denies it, of
course.
Nonetheless, the simple
existence of such rumors is significant cause for concern.
For all our sake, Powell had
better stay with Bush for as
long as he is president. And he
cannot stay quiet any .longer.
More than ever, Powell needs
to step out, speak up and exert
his clout. His exasperating
silence is now dangerous.
It is no huge leap in thinking to observe that the world is
not the same now as it was in
2001 when Powell returned to
Washington.
We are closer to nuclear
war than we have been since
the Cuban Missile Crisis, a
new world order hinges on
every nation's response to terrorism, and the violence in the
Middle East threatens to be a
powder keg that will blow up
in everyone's face (just to
.name a few).
.
Powell will not save us
from such perils, but he can
save us from Bush and warmongering comrades.
Powell's problem is that he
is too good a soldier. It is
almost paradoxical - a man
whose career has been defined
by conflict has an aversion to
public disagreement with the

entirely to be Bush's doormat.
administration.
. Powell's biggest obstacle to
At the recent highly-toutedbut-not-so-effective
Earth persuading Bush (aside from
Summit in Johannesburg - the Bush himself) is Cheney.
As ironic as it is, he is
one Bush did not attend Powell was interrupted fre- . Bush's most influential adviquently by protestors, many sor, but also his greatest politiAmerican, screaming among cal liability. For well over a
other things, "shame on year, Cheney has evaded the
Bush," and "betrayed by gov- media and hides from one
undisclosed iocation to anothernments."
er - not even James Bond is
From the less-hyperbolic
delegates at the event, Powell this secretive. But, herein lies
was excoriated for the Bush the lesson Powell must heed.
As long as Cheney continadministration's
unilateral
policies on everything from ues to do the talking, in private
foreign aid to the environ- and in public (the few times he
is let out of his cage), he comment.
He was jeered despite being mits the administration to an
the best hope to discourage aggressive stance that is hard
.
Bush's unilateral thinking and to reverse.
But, there is still hope.
to push him in a more proWhat Cheney lacks arc
Green direction.
In last month's interview Powell's greatest strengths:
with the BBC, Powell said moral authority and strong
Bush had been "clear that he ties with the media.
Powell must use his status
believes weapons inspectors
as an honorable, experienced
should return."
Vice President Cheney, military man to influence
however, stated three days Washington lawmakers, and
earlier that a return of inspec- parlay his relationship with
tors "would provide no assur- the press, here and abroad, to
ance whatsoever," and would defuse international tensions
as much as possible,
"provide false comfort."
Some might find if anatheIt is just shameful, really: a
militarily decorated hero with ma to be so subversive, but I
loads of knowledge and expe- .find it tragic that Powell has
rience about the Middle East been so conformingly reticent
being put out to dry by a for so long.
In response to the protesshady, balding ex-CEO with
heart trouble and no actual tors at the Earth Summit, he
said he had heard them, and
military experience.
Some reports suggest that that it was their turn to hear
Powell is particularly quiet him. It is now time for Powell
now in order to conserve his to speak more loudly and
limited political capital for a more boldly so we can all hear
him.
possible war with Iraq.
Every good soldier knows
The only reason Powell
must now mince words and there are times and circumuse such guerilla diplomacy stances when rebelling is nec-.
tactics is because he has been essary for the greater good.
so compliant since his nomina- With a war on the horizon
tion. It is one thing to be with potential nuclear stakes,
respectful to the boss and be a and perhaps a wave of more
team player, it is another thing terrorist activity and a danger-

Colin Powell is much taller than Yasser Arafat.

ous new pre-emptive policy, party. If Powell were to :xit, .
here and now are such times his absence would certainly
and circumstances.
give Republican hard-liners in
I would not be so concerned Congress more cause to celeif president 43 had 41's sense brate.
of diplomacy and negotiation.
If Republicans end up scorThe situation is much ing big in the November elecworse now than it was in the tions, we could have the
90's, but at least Bush Sr. had domestic policy agenda for the
the uncariny ability to quickly next couple years run by Bushconvert long-developed per- ites. Here's hoping Dickie G
sonal contacts into an interna- has done his homework.
tional alliance against Saddam
Irrespective of ideological
Hussein.
differences, . even conservaDubya and Co. have forgot- tives and hawks would have
ten that, as much any other to agree that it is sensible to
factor, diplomacy and the sup- have a strong man insi~e
port of our allies were critical Bush's circle of advisers - a errcomponents in the war against ' de. Powell is quickly being
Iraq. They wiII be this time, as closed out of - to fight against
well.
a pre-emptive
first-strike
I would not be so concerned before
other
diplomatic
if it were "just" Iraq and the options.
White House that were the
Disagreement is good; often
problem. But there are larger assumptions are questioned
implications here at horne.
and beliefs are tested. Powell
Even in his ineffectual state, needs to be the major check on
Powell stilI exerts a significant the prevailing belligerent attimoderating influence on the tudes in the White House, but

without a major camp of doves
to support him, Powell needs
to be louder - a lot louder.
Powell can stay if he wants,
of course. If only for Bush's
political self-interest, it would
be disastrous to drop a man of
Powell's status for 2004, especially when Bush sang his
praises upon nominating him
as a "an American hero, an
American example and a great
American story."
Particularly in post-Sept.
11,2001, Powell's Bronze Star,
Purple Heart, Presidential
Medal of Freedom
and
Congressional Gold Medal
(among others, including an
honorary knighthood) shine
even brighter.
Powell, the last voice of
moderation, needs to stay in
office for the possible next
term to fight the good fight,
and to not leave a brood of
hawks to their own devices.
This old soldier better not
fade away.
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Bronco spikers help rebuild program
By Tanya Dobson
The
Arbiter-·-----------With all the changes the volleyball team
has seen this year, two familiar faces still
stand out: seniors Tameisha Hastings and
Chera Sommer.
This year's volleyballteam has seven new
plaxers along with a new head coach.Despite
all the changes, five starters return from last
year's team. This leaves one starting position
open for the newcomers.
Hastings started out on this team in 1999
as a freshman.That year she played in seven
games and had a season total of seven kills.
In 2000,Hastings started at middle blocker for the Broncos.Highlights during her sec- .
and year at Boise State include 15 kills
ag~instAlabamaand eight blocks against UC
Irvme. In 2001,Hastings was named to the
WACAll-AcademicTeam.
Sommerbegan her career at setter midway
through h~r freshman year. During her
career at BOiseState, Sommer has obtained a
total of 2,007 assists, ranking her fifth in
career totals for the Broncosat the start of this
year.
This season the Broncosare running a 6-1
set-up. This means that there is only one setter, where in previous seasons there have
been two. Instead of setting, Sommer is in
position as a new kind of back-row specialist.
This is the first year collegevolleyball has
allowed this position, and the Broncos are
takin!?full advantage.
This position's guidelines state that the
player may never serve. Instead, this position
constantly subs in for front-row players
when they rotate into the back row. The player in this position cannot set the ball in front

tJPcoll1ing
schedule
Soccer
Fpday: .BoiseState at'
Utah State',
Sunday: BoiseState at .
Southern Utah'

By Aar~n Beck
The Arbiter

T~e~d:~y:BoiseState

State Z p.m.

Cross Country
.'Saturday: BoiseState
~~~
@ EagleIsland

WAC report
Football scores
Sept. 21 (Saturday)
Nb. 12 Penn State 49,

Louisiana Tech 17
SanJose State 38,Illinois
35
.
Nevada 31,Rice21

Photo by Jeremy Branstad,

The Arbiter.

'I'ame ishu Hastings (Icft) and Chern Sommer stand out
in their senior season.

Fall paddling offers big drops, solitude

<)T,oH~yba,Il'
,i>. " ..... at Idaho
Thursd.ay: .Gonzaga .
.....:,''',
>011
Boise
> .,.
State 7 p.m;
S"turday:, Fresno State
-. at Boise

of the 10-footline.
Sommer's goal this year is a successfulseason for the team. Sommer also believes that
this team has what it takes to pull it all
together and be very competitive.
"We are fighters, and I think we are gain?,
to surprise ,P,eopleby the end of the season,'
Sommer said.
As for Hastings, her personal goals for the
season are to be a dynamic part of the team as
the team leader. Hastings predicts they will
be more successful than last year and will
continue to "get better every year."
Hastings believes this team is coming
together well and making positive steps
towards success.
"I see improvement everyday," Hastings
said.
Part of this rebuilding comes from new
head coach Scott Sandel. Hastings says
Sandel can be really tough on the team.
However, he has made them more disciplined and focused as a team and the overall
goal is to improve.
Sommerbelieves the players are willing to
give more of themselves to the team because
of the Sandel.
"(The team is) learning to push each other
more and holding each other accountable,"
Sommer said.
This year has been a big learning experience for Hastings. Even though this will be
her last season, Hastings is "really excited to
finish this last year out with coach Sandel
and my teammates."
"It's too bad that we're seniors when the
team is just coming together, but we're walking away knowing that we were the foundation of a' brand-new beginning," Sommer
said.

For most people, the
, end of September signals
the end of summer.
. School is underway, summer vacations are over
and reservoirs are turned
off, suddenly drying up
the rivers.._~ndminds
When
Deadwood
Reservoir closed its gates
on Labor Day, it lett the
South Fork of the Payette
a pitiful trickle. Most
boaters forget about the
river until s,rring. Others
look at the nver in a more
optimistic light.
While
low water may turn many
rapids to boring boulderchoked routes, some runs
still remain passable.
Big Falls on the South
Fork of the Payette is usually considered a mandatory portage, but at flows
below 600 CFS, the river
character
quickly,
ch anges-p
oundi ng
hydraulics soften and dif-

No. 24 Oregon State
59, Fresno State 19
Baylor 37,Tulsa 25
Oklahoma State 52,
SMU16
. Hawai'i 31, UTEP6

Weekend football
schedule
Utah State at BoiseState
NO. 23 Colorado State
atNevada
.
.:Louisiana Tech
atTexasA&M
Kansas at Tulsa
SMU at Hawai'i
Fresno State at Rice
.UTEP at SariJose State

ficult rapids can show a
slightly more agreeable
side.
Many
things
go
through a paddler's mind
the first time they look at
a difficult drop, one that
may be on the edge of
their comfort level.
Heart rate increases
begin to r~ce
m a flurry of analytical
questions: What could go
wrong? What if I miss a
stroke here or am forced
to
roll
uyside-down
there? Am
willing to
accept the risk of swimming this drop?"
Local paddler
and
Boise State student Emily
Beck reacquainted herself
with those 'feelings last
weekend as she scouted
Big Falls for a .safe passage.
"[Big Falls] was intimidating Jar me because I
have never run rapids
where it was just a sharp
droy'" Beck said.
"
got
there
and

watched the first couple kayaking to break rapids Hutton agreed with Beck
guys get pushed deep in down. You never really about the analytical mind
the third drop. It kind of look at a rapid as the needed to run something
intimidated me. I didn't
whole thing, you are can- like Big Falls. Besides
want to paddle the rapid stantly breaking it down paddling
tough
lines
at that point."
-;
and looking at the pieces though, Hutton noticed
After a careful analysis of it and seeing where another phenomena relatof the rapid though, Beck you have time to correct ed to the absence of
realized the forty-foot
for mistakes. You can't water: The absence of
class V rapid could be just bomb down the people. .
bro~:en into three distinct whole th,ing and ~xpect to
. "This tim~ of year it is
sectllJns':' .-, ,---au"WCll,' Beck sald:-----mceto-seethmgs
when no
"I think it is critical in
Fellow paddler Tyler one is around," Hutton
said.
.
"It is worth a trip every
year just to do it and It
makes me laugh when I
think about it: Instead of
settling for the normal
Sunday afternoon I'm out
here in a beautiful place
running
great
white
water."
_..,:.';i~
Beck said she also
enjoyed paddling
this
time of year.'
"When you are floating
down a beautiful canyon
you have to look up at the
walls
and
appreciate
'.-,'
what we have so close to
us."
Photo courtesy of Aaron Beck.

Idaho earns first victory in shoot-out
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter

Tom Cable said. "It means
the world to us. For us to
come back and pIa}' on
The Idaho Vandals campus in our Kibbie
made their move back Dome is huge."
inside the. friendly conVI' until Saturday, the
fines of the Kibbie Dome Vandals had been the
on Saturday, beating San punching bag for their
Die&o State in an old- first three opponents, getfashion shoot-out, 45-38.
ting outscored by Boise
For the past few years, State (2-1), Washington
the Vandals have been State (3-1) and Oregon (4p'laying the majority of 0) by a combined total of
then nome games eil$ht 89 points.
miles across the state line
The Vandals
found
at Washin~ton
State's themselves in familiar terMartin Stadium. Due to ritory trailing 24-10 with
new NCAA rules, the only
a few seconds
Vandals are happy that remaining in the half
they are back on campus when quarterback Brian
to play football.
Lindgren hooked up with
'The biggest thing is Orlando Winston on an 8getting to play here on yard pass to close the gal'
campus,"
Idaho coach to seven
and
build

momentum for the second
half.
The Vandals came out
storming and tied the
game as Lindgren tossed
an 18-yard touchdown
. pass to Josh Jelmberg.
Idaho would take the lead
31-24 with another touchdown pass by Lindgren
this time connecting 25
yards with Zach Gerstner.
The Aztecs would continue to trade touchdowns
with the Vandals and tie

the game at 38.
With less than five minutes to go, Lindgren
would seal the game with
his sixth touchdown hitting Jelmberg on a 25-yard
pass.'
Lindgren's 382 passing
yards and six touchdowns
proved to be enough as
the Vandals earned their
first victory of the season,
against the Aztecs.
Both Idaho and San
Diego State combined for

1,118 yards
of' total
offense.
The road doesn't get
any easier for the Vandals
as they travel to Seattle
this Saturday to take on
the third top 15 team of
the year in Washin&ton.
On Oct. 5 Idaho IS back
in the Kibbie Dome to take
on last seasons Division 1AA National Champion,
Montana.
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Anthony Doerr takes up residence
I1Y Lauren

Doerr was also denied
admittance to the-graduate
program at thoUrtiversity
of Iowa, which is well
known for its M.F.A. creative writing program: The
Iowa Writers Workshop.
As he was about to
throw the letter of rejection
in the trash, his dad
stopped
him with the
prophetic claim that one
day his son would be a
success.
Doerr was first published while a graduate
student at Bowling Green
State University in Ohio.
The Purdue University literary magazine that published him awarded him
two copies of the magazine .
Although the experience
was a rewarding one for
Doerr, it also inspired him
to set larger goals for himself as a writer.
"It takes you ... three
months to write a story and
then you get two copies of
a magazine for it. You're
like, 'Maybe I should try to
get a little more than five
cents an hour,'" Doerr said.
With one book published and one in the making, Doerr seems to have
come a long way since his
graduate school days of
sending in less-than-perfect
manuscripts to magazines.
Doerr attributes his success
to perseverance.
"I think it [publishing]
rewards
persistence.
In
graduate
school, I was
sending out stories that
weren't very good, but I
sent them out," Doerr said.
"Eventually you write
stories that- are-hopefully
good enough that an editor

Consuelo Tussing
rhe Arbiter -------

...

~:Anthony Doerr, author
critically acclaimed
book, The Shell Collector, is
sojourning at Boise State
ft)r the 2002-03 school year.
:::Doerr, who is originally
&om Cleveland,
Ohio,
teaches
fiction
writing
workshops to graduate and
undergraduate students.
:-:Doerr's first book, The
~llell Collector, was published in January of 2002.
:.::"I did a reading tour and
I:~was on [the] Martha
Stewart Living program,
which is totally bizarre ...
IiOoks have a life of their
awn, too. Like Martha
5fewart ... who would've
.guessed she would read
IDY book and like it," Doerr
~id.
:: The Shell Collector con~sts of eight short stories,
~ven of which have previQusly been published in
11Iagazines.
• Doerr said his writing is
a product of his curiosity
and fascination with "the
natural world."
Doerr has been published in Atlantic MOl/thly,
The Paris Review, the North
American Review, The Black
~Varrior Review, Zoetrope:
All Storlj and The Idaho
I~cview. Doerr also received
the O. Henry Award this
year for his story, The
Hunter's Wife. Of course,
things haven't always gone
so smoothly for Doerr.
'As
an undergraduate
student
at
Bowdoin
College in Maine, Doerr
was rejected from a poetry
writing ..class-because his
t~oems didn't make the cut.

~t the

Visiting professor Anthony Doerr teaches fiction writing workshops.

will at least write back to
you ... saying 'Hey, I like
this. Send me some more.'"
Doerr is currently working on a new book, which
he hopes will be out near
the end of the year.
Doerr's teaching credentials also include work at
Bowling
Green
State
University, where Doerr
taught
creative writing
before moving to Boise
nearly two years ago.

Doerr's experience at Boise but Doerr emphasizes that gut it out when you can
State has been a positive the blank page is where all check your e-mail or watch
Sportscenter or, you know,
one.
writers must begin.
call your friends or play
"Basically,
last
year
"It's naive to think that
when I was just writing,
there's, like, a fairy god-· basketball or whatever."
And even professional
you sit in a room all alone mother who's going to
all day and then you go see come into your room one writers have - difficulties
your wife and you're like, day and be like, 'Oh, this is writing.
"I have a hard time with
'I'm brain-dead and I don't
genius! You're ageniuslI'Il
have anything interesting
give you millions.:" Doerr sexy scenes ... if my characters have sex, I'll put, like,
to say.' So it's nice to see said.
people and get out."
"Persistence is, like, 90 white space in there or
A blank .page.canbe
CL-pen:entof it. It's so hard to .sQl11ething,"J)o~rr sil5L
terrifying sight for a writer, sit in a room alone and just

DVD captures spoken word performances
Review by Robert Seal
The Arbiter
Go to almost any college
campus, including this one,
and you will find plenty of
English classes using poetry anthologies.
Maybe you have read
some of these, and then
scratched your head and
wondered, what does it all
mean?
Nuw, there's a new
anthology on the market
that may help you better
understand
poetry. The
film PoetnJ III Ivlotion gives
the viewer a chance tL' see
and hear 24 poets performing their work.
Originally released in
1982, Poetry In Motion was
just recently released on
DVD.
The documentary from
director Ron Marth, whose
film credits include Comic
Book Confidential, Twist and
Grass, takes a look at the

WANT TO AVOID
:UNTIMELY DISASTERS?

www.profsnotes.com

world of spoken word
poetry.
One of the great things
about the film is the variety
of poets that Mann .was able
to accrue.
Beatnik poets
Amiri
Baraka,
William
S.
Burroughs, Gary Snyder
and Allen Ginsberg stand
next to academic poets such
as Robert Creeley, Ted
Berrigan
and
Michael
Ondaatje.
Avant-garde poets such
as the Four Horsemen arid
Ntozake Shange are also
represented.
Even songwriter Tom
Waits, who pushes the
boundaries
of lyrics as
poetry, can be found in
Poetry liz Motion.
The film captures performances from some of the
best-known poets of the last
.few decades.
Some poets were shot in
front of audiences while
others were on a closed
sound stage. Mann separated the readings with scenes
of poets speaking' about
their craft.
Brief excerpts from a
bizarre interview with' the
late Charles
Bukowski
show him ranting about the
state of poetry and compar-

don't
quite
deliver.
ing a good poem to a good
Ntozake Shange recites her
beer. These are effective in
allowing viewers not to feel poem while accompanied
by a pair of interpretive
bombarded by a constant
. dancers. Her referencing of
barrage of poetry.
Opening the film is the dancers while they
Baraka, who delivers a pas- prance across the floor
gel with their
sionate jazzy reading of a doesn't
poem dedicated to Bob movements.
The Four Horsemen also
Marley, accompanied by
did not live up to the
drums and saxophone.
This sets the stage for promise of the rest of the
film. Comprised of B.P.
what comes next.
Nichol,
Rafael BarretoEach poet featured in
Riveis, Paul Dutton and
PoetnJ III Motioll puts their
Steve Mcaffery, the Four
own stamp on what they
Horsemen' experimented
think poetry should be.
with pure sounds as a
Ann Waldman prowls
method of poetry.
the stage giving a singsong
In the end, their rhythreading of her selection.
mic assortment of screams
Kenward Elmslie sings his
and yells became little more
poem while accompanied
than a cacophonous mess.
by music from a portable
There is over an hour of
tape player on his lap. Tom
Waits sits at a kitchen table never-before-seen footage
on the DVO that wasn't in
strumming a guitar.
the
original
movie.
Another standout perforWatching
these performance that still sounds
fresh after twenty years is mances and interviews goes
a long way in rounding out
Ginsberg's. Backed by the
the experience of spokenCEEDEES, he belts out an
old-school punk poem that word poetry.
Poetry In Motion is a great
would make any Ramones
tool for .bringing to life
fan take notice.
Each performance is as poets, that until now, many
have found to be inaccessiunique as the poet reading
it. .
.
bly flat on paper.
Unfortunately, there are
a couple of selections that
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Roberts' artistic contributions memorialized
Late professor's work
lauded internationally
By Kate Roberson
The Arbiter -

_

The late Geo~ge F. Roberts, pHntmaker and
ed~cator at BOl;;eState for over 32 years, is
being honored mtwo campus gallenes from
Sept. 13 through Oct. 5.
1'he "Retr.ospective Exhibition" in Gallery 2
of the Hemmgway Center contains his own
work, while its comr,anion, the "Alumni
Invitational Exhibition' in Gallery 1 of the
Liberal Arts Building, displays the work of"
Roberts' students.
Roberts was an innovator in the field of
non-toxic printmaking arid published a book,
Poluester Plate Lithography in "2001.
the 1;'ook.details the processes involved in
non-toxic pnntmaking, using plastics instead
of.metals and household products in place of
acids to etch the surface of the printing plate.
"Geor~e's first 'love' was lithography,"
wrote Keith Howard, who composed the forward to Roberts' book.
"George entertained the possibiliry of effecting change within the lithography discipline."
ror years Roberts and liis students experimented with the process until his dream came
to fruition.
Roberts' methods are now utilized worldwide, making printmaking accessible to artists
who were. previously reluctant to risk their
health in the process.
,
"He battled colon cancer for three or four
years and taught right up until the last semester," Boise State gallery director Richard
Young said.
"Even though it was never specifically diagnosed as being attributed to [tlie printmaking]
it probably didn't help."
Roberts is frequently described as tall and
charismatic.
"George Roberts was a jolly giant," fellow
educator Holly Gilchrist Said.
"His positive attitude. toward life, his smile
and his laugh were equally infectious."
Gilchrist remembers Roberts telling his students, "Take risks, be adventurous, experiment, explore. Even if you are not sure about
what you are working 011, continue to work. If
you are not working your art, there is no artwork being done. You have to make art to call
yourself an artist."
Perhaps the most poignant part of the
exhibit is Roberts' apron, which was framed by
one of his students, and is now on display in
the gallery's foyer.
.'
The apron's pockets hold the tools of his
trade: tape, paintbrushes, pens, latex gloves'
and an ink-stained rag.
Roberts' art includes not only prints, but
also works of acrylic on canvas, charcoal and
several sculptures.
His work is based on his family - wife,
three daughters and six brothers. There are
also a few small self-portraits.
Each piece swarms with color and dynamic
human forms.
Roberts' works deal with varied issues, but

Movie justifies deserter's

it is his later pieces that speak most to. the
viewer as they take on a darker edge while he
struggled with cancer. .
.
These pieces display dismembered fingers,
scattered images of scissors and haunting
black creatures lurking in every line.
Next to these is a series of sculptures composed of twigs, earth, medical materials and
the p'rints he dedicated his life to.
"[They deal] with his own mortality in
terms of symbols of hope, symbols of joy, symbols of disappearing identity and with his
whole body cl1an9ing," Young said.
.
Young said he s enjoyed curating the show
desp,ite Roberts' unfortunate circumstances.
, It's pretty intense work ... even when his
health was failing he was still out there wanting to put together an exhibit and educate people in terms of how he was feeling through his
art so other people could find a way to relate to
[what he was going through].'
"But it's gomg to be one that's reallyimportant ... there are a lot of people who were
effected by him: artists in the community,
artists that are teaching in universities, people
who just wanted to learn that process."
A closing reception is scheduled for Friday,
Oct. 4, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. in both galleries.

action in light of British empire-building

(Above) Gallery 2 of the Hemingway Center exhibits works of the late George F. Roberts ...
Photo by Ted Harmon, The Arbiter ..
(Below) "Visit to Steamboat Springs," by George F. Roberts. Pen, ink, and brush on paper ..
.
.
Photo by Kelly Day, Thc Arbiter.
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Four Feathers lauds cowardice
Review by Chris Hewitt
KRT Campus
Ads
make
The Fall I'
Feathers look like a rah-rah
action film, but it's more
complicated
and smarter
than that.
The first 80 or 90 times The
Four Feathers was made into a
movie, it was a story of a
coward (this time played by
Heath Ledger) who bails out
of the English army as he's
about to be shipped to North
Africa, then rejoins in time to
help wrestle the "uncivilized" world safely into the
lap of his queen.
This time around, the
director is from India, and
the movie is critical -of
empires that trample all over
other cultures.
This Four Feathers says th.e
coward's decision to quit
was morally correct.
Four Feathers is set in the
1870s but its point of view is
conte~porary and it doesn't
look much like a period film,
either.

The swift opening conveys
a lot of information quickly a couple of shots of Ledger's
eyes alert us to his ambiguity
about war - and subsequent
scenes use off-center compositions, shaky camera work
and extreme close-ups to create a rawness and realness
that is nothing like any
Victorian-era movie you've
seen.
No one has tea in FOIII'
Feathers and there's also only
one person wearing a corset:
Kate Hudson, who stars as
Ledger's confused fiancee.
And it's not Hudson's fault
that every time she altfsears
on-screen, you think,
gh.
Her character, and the
romance that goes with it, is asketchy,
underdevelore,d
drag. The only reason It s
here is so that Ledger's best
friend (Wes Bentley) can
make a move on Hudson.
With friends like these,
who needs backs tabbing,
duplicitous
girlfriendswipers?
Four Feathers hits hardest
•

II

"

in its suspenseful, horrifyingly brutal battle sequences.
Soldiers in the Sudan hold
off the Brits with guerrilla
tactics based on their superior knowledge of their own
land.
_
Watching these scenes, we
are meant to think of other
superpowers
that
were
forced back when they tried
to move into Vietnam or
Somalia (or Iraq?).
Ultimately, Four Feathers is
about arrogance: the arrogance of conquering countries and of amoral men, and
whether it can be overcome.
. Because arrogance is still
so much a part of the way the
world works, happiness is
not in the cards for the people in ~our Feathers, even
when their thoughts turn
away from war.
The best they can hope for
is that doing the right thing
will bring them peace.
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Lost: Maroon side-fold
wallet at U of I game
near Denver & Beacon
If found call 724-6596

LOSE 2-8 POUNDS
EVERY WEEK
Eat the foods you
love! Have More
Energy! 800-464-6283.

Services

.

Life Doors Hospice is
seeking volunteers to
provide compassion &
support to terminally
ill patients & their families. Evening training
begins Sept. 26. Call
344-6500

NEED

www.portcrsphotos.com
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at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
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"AskaboutourBSU discount"

. For Sale
~ I

work-,

'ampu-lnndr.u-cr

ill (HHS) 92.1:J~JS, (II \ l"it

PARTY BAR, stand
behind style black
w / white top $30
375-5368

M/F roommate wanted to share small
home 2 blocks from
BSU $235/mo + 1/2
util rent neg. 387-0349

Roommate wanted.
Share a luxury apt on
the greenbelt w / 2
roommates
Please call
863-9353.
BSU Homes For Sale
Stop throwing your
money away on rent!
Call Josh Knight
371-2524
Roommate wanted to
share 2bd townhouse
in Northend W /0
$260/mo +1/2 elec
794-3477
Room wanted for
Nov, Dec, & Jan.
Willing to pay $250 $300 obo Call
337-8361
Looking for a place to
live? Check out the
Arbiter Classifieds,
Call 345-8204 to place
your ad today!

PT, up to $14.95/hr
sorting envelopes,
preparing mailings.
Send SASE to UES,
1102 N. Brand,
PMB#161, Dept. AG,
Glendale, CA 91202
$250 a day potential/bartending.
Training provided. 1800-293-3985 ext 223
Bartenders needed" Earn
$150-250 per night. No
exp necessary. Call 866291-1884 ext. 435
BE YOUR OWN·
BOSS Control HI'S!
Increase Income! Full
Training. FREE Info.
Call or Visit: 888-9327409 www.dreamingawaits.com
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Aries (March 21-April19)
Today is an B - Don't
reject the comments of
someone who's cute but
doesn't follow party line.
This person has somethingto teach you, and you'd be
\\'I~l'

to listen,

Taurus (A~ril 20-May 20)
Today is a 5 - The pres-

DILBERT0

376-4480

.

m
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Click Bronco.lobs
at http://
'career.holsestate.edu

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

ASBSU
STUDENT

GOVERNMENT

TITLE: Public Relationsl Lobbyist
I Justice I Senator, Education I
Senator, Health Science I Senator,
At-Large
PAY RATE: Service Award Available
HOURS: Approximately 10 Hours per
week during 8:00am to 5:00pm.
Hours may increase for Senators
attending mandatory Senate
meetings. Senate meeting are
Tuesday and Thursday from 4:00 to
5:30pm.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be full
fee-paying student and have a~"~~
minimum GPA of 2.25.
APPLICATIONS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENT'S OFFICE,
FIRST FLOOR, STUDENT UNION.

sure is increasing, as is

your workload. The next
few weeks could get hec·
tic. The money is good,
though, so give it your
best.You're liable to wind
up wealthy.
Gemini (May 21-lune 21)
Today is ,m 8 -- 00 you
feci the pressure starting
to case?Thc sun's transit

through Libra is good for
you, and for Jove. Aren't
you glad you cleaned up
your place? Celebrate!
Cancer (June 22-luly 22)
Today is a 6 -111e sun's
transIt into Libra moves
the emphasis to home
decor and other domestic
matters. The next four
weeks are good for renovation. The ideas should
be starting to pour in.

Leo (July 23-Aug.22)
Today is a 10 - You're
hitting your stride and
attracting attenllon.
Projects started now
should do even better than
expected. You're being
watched, so strut your
stuff.

causes. You could make a
big difference.
Scorpio (Ocl. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - A growing
sense of abligation spurs
\,ou to work even faster.
Cuilt is a great motivator(
but don't Id it get you al
frazzled.

Virgo tAug. 23-Sept. 22)
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
Toaay is a"5- You could
21) Today is an B do well financially over
You're sttll feeling pretty
the next few weeKS,and
feisty..That's fine, out you
you might stash away
should be aware that
more money for your
- you'll be held accountable.
future. Rear estate looks
The exnm is coming
good, by the way.
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct 22)
Be prepared.
Today is a 9 - Here
Cal'ricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
comes the energy transfu19) Today' is a 5 - Your
sion. The Sun's going into
schedule is packed pretty
your sign, and that will
give y'ou the advantage.
tightly. Difficult .questions
Usc all that new power
are nerve·wrackmg, too.
responsibly, for good
But business is good.

You'll get past it.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an B - You're
not only very intelligent
now, but you're also very
lucky. New information
leads to what you want.
Keep' looking and asking
gooiJ·questions.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5 - Worried
about how much money
you spent? If it's for home
o.rfamily, don't fret. An
investment in something
you've thought about for a
long time should turn out
to lie for the best.
(c) 2lXJ2.• 11{JBUNE
MEDIA
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YOU HAVE INTERFACE
POI50NING.
YOU'LL
BE DEAD IN A WEEK.

HAVE YOU BEEN
EXP05ED TO ANY
U5ER INTERFACE5
DE5IGNED BY
ENGINEER5?

,.

"

I 5EE A LOT OFTHI5.
THE ONLY CURE 15 TO
CROWD OUT THE UGLY
MEMOR Y WITH II'\AGE5
OF 5TAGGERING
BEAUTY.

~
WHERE
~ WOULD
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!
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DRINK IT
IN, BABY.
AND DON'T
FORGET IT.
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ACROSS
Made a choice
Fancy cravat
Excitement
Light tan
Neutral vowel
sound
16 Grave engraving
17 Clunker car
18 Attempted
19 Wildebeest
20 Reverence
21 Londoner's
, streetcar
22 Ghostly greetings
23 News-readers'
aids
28 Friend of Pooh
29 Is of use to
32 Cornhus.ker State
36 Moray
37 Golf standard
40 Slow down
.
41 Oriental sauce
42 Yeats offering
43· Engraver's
shading effects
45 German
47 Eats
sumptuously
51 Old Testament
book
55 ClOSe violently
.57 Disparaging
remark
58 Exist
59 Andy Capp's
hangout
60 Tied in large
bundles
62 Concur
64 Every
65 Climbing plants
66 Make road
repairs
67 Regret
68· Fragrant yellow
flower
69 Examinations
l'
6
11
14
15

~
I DE5IGNED THE
U5ER INTERFACE
MY5ELF. HOW DO
YOU LIKE THE
COLOR5?

I HAVE ONE WEEK TO
LIVE. I'VE BEEN
POI50liED
BY LOOKING
AT A BAD U5ER.
INTERFACE
DE5Ir:.~'.

, .

• Paid Training

Crossword

BY

YOU HAVE CHRONIC
I'\AH!OBBI5
CRAPPU5
BUT THAT'5 NOT WHY
YOU PUKED.

Need to hire someone? Call 345"8204 to
place your help wanted ad today!

HOfoscopes--------------------Today's Birthday
(Sept. 23). You'll gel an
attractive propos"t this
year. Should you go along
lor the ride? ff everything
is pro~'er, you prob:'blv
should. Yuu'IH.now iIi
your heart if it's right. To
get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Look for this weeks
question on pg. 3!

All C-Ill:lils Inust indtllk
;111
answcr (preferably
a COlTl.'Ct nnl..'),
YOllr n:\l11C; address :Ind :I phone
nllll1her----<.,o

• TopDollar - our reps
average $7-$12/hour

'0

C() II tcst (j~':lrllilcl"O
Illi n C.CO III
with the COlTcct ans\vcr, and
you'll he n;w:lrdcd \vieh one entry
I~Ht he weekly drawin~ just for
hein' St) )('rsistCIlI!

to

co ntcstv"f'arhitcro
Illi Ill'.("" 111.
'rhe correct ;l1l.""\VlT will he prinled
ill the ~I'hllr.\lby's editioll,
If yOll
\"cre righl. YUlI'1I he rcw:Hdcd wilh
two elllri ....
s t~lI" the 11101Hhlv
drawing.--if
you wcre wrp;lg, your
answt:r will he p:ls<.,cd ;ll"<Jlllltl
lilt,
nlrie ....:lnd L.lllJ..~ltl'dat!

down

• Evening & Weekend
Shifts 20-40 hrs/wk

Free job-referral
service

Send resumes by September 30, 2002:
Karma Jones
Es/drake
P.O. Box 8283
Boise, 1083707
Email: kjones@esdrake.com

okay-if
YOli were \vrong,
YOli I..all !'Itill scnd :ulodu.:r c-Inail

IMAGINE THIS:

Internships?
FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TV WIHBOI

A qualified applicant must possess articulate communication skills, be self-motivated and
independant. This person must be a non-tobacco user, and passionante about
supporting tobacco prevention efforts. The project willrequire the
Speaker/Representative to be away from home for two to three weeks at a time.

()J.;:;j~"

or

Campus tour guides
for Fall M-F 1:30 for
appx 11/2 hI'S at
$7/hr. Min req soph
w /2.5 GPA Call
426-1820

Looking/or

The responsibilities of this position include giving presentations throughout Idaho, visiting
Idaho businesses and contacfinq local media to initiate interviews and stories. Vehicle
transportation willbe provided.

play:

Join other BSU
students who enjoy
a flexible work
schedule

Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or

Compensation $12,000 plus paid attendance to San Francisco conference,
November 2002.
.'

Ho'W to

Established
BSU Emplo er

BroncoJobs

Speaking and media training and tobacco-education training willbe provided upon hiring.

Read the Mcn rdnv c-ciitio n or-rill'
Arb it cr & find r1~L"trivia qtll..
':-.tioll
thl.' WL"ck. thell .'iIlIHnit
your :lIlSWtT

Trendy sports bar
needs experienced
PT
& FT servers for day
and night shifts.
Please apply w / in at
Stubs Sports Pub
Emailleann@stubspub.com
.

Public Speaker

Cot something to sell?
Sell it in the Arbiter!
Call 345-8204 to place
an ad.

. Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Boise Communications firm seeks a qualified individualas a state-wide speaker & representative for the Tobacco Counter Marketing "Idaho Road Show." This position is active
approximately during the months of December 2002 through May 2003.

89 Dodge Caravan
80,()()() on Rebuilt
Motor 5 Speed, Runs
& Looks Great! $850
288-5597

23, 2002

.:[,In+,' "ill ""ifj,,*

F roommate wanted
to share 2bd townhouse quiet no smoking/ drugs $400 incl.
uti I571-3126

82 Suzu ki 1100
Motorcycle, Full
Dress, Needs Tranny
work, $600 412-3616
or 703-8767

Monday, September

Help Wanted

Housing

Housing
,
.

Tablesaw For sale
220V 4.5I-IP Extended
table $100 &
Handsaw $4U
Call 869-4909

Mission style futon,
like new. $200 Will
Deliver Call 381-087J
or email fjuarez@boisestatc.cdu

11lSg

www.cnmpusfundr.uscr.com

Yamaha Snowmobile
Needs Motor
Installed $1004123616 or 703-8767

MINI-BAR secret
bookcase $15
375-5368

-.

Super single waterbcd
Iranu: with headboard
$J() 50 vr old dresser
$30 Call 35J-6lH7 lv

)~I'!

WASHER/ DRYER,
Kenmore, white,
HEAVY DUTY, look
new, gently used $90
each 375-5368

84 Bronco XLT
Excellent condition.
Only 42,000 original
miles $5800 aBO Call
859-9417 Leave msg.

walkingdistance from sub

"

88 Chevy SlO-Tahoe
Ext. Cab 4x4 4.3L V6
engine Gd. cond., J
149K Mi. $3300 oI:i(b
Call 440-3668

Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg.
Value $499 Sacrifice
$135. Call 866-7476

Dr.Jim Trapp

nu ri ...\'-'...., FlJndr,li"lll}~

d,I!L'<;.m- fJlil\!; quidJ\.
wilhtIll'

1991 Plymouth
Acclaim 4dr 180K
A/C CD player
Yakima rack good
shape $1500 aBO
Excellent running
condition, Great
school car. 887-9624

.

.

1990 Dodge Caravan
Runs but needs work
$30(10130 Call 353(,(J47 lv Il1sg

l'undr.u-c-r

...

huur hqhlr,li'>mgl'Vl'nl

Mattress Set. Newstill in plastic, with
warranty. Value $699.
Sell $160. Can deliver
866-7476

78 Mere Bobcat HB 4cyl AT, Has Issues,
Runs, $20(1412-3616
or 70J-8767

• Sororities.
Clubs
• Student Groups
.Fr,lternities

.1

Call

Scooter in Great
Condition, Call 8418345. Perfect for
Parking on Campus.
92 Mitsubishi Mty
Max Pick-up Runs
Well, Low Miles,
Canopy, 4 studs, CD,
$2500331-1385

Pillowtop

Serving all your
chiropractic needs.

A

PHOTOGRAPHER?
Engagement, weddings, family,
quinccancras, portraits
Call Porters
Photography 863-5967

BED-Queen

CHIROPRACTIC

Persian Circle
Farsi, a language of the
ages and now tor all
ages. Learn to read,
write and speak Farsi,
the tongue of both
ancient and modern
Iran and its nearby
Middle Eastern lands.
It is the language of the
mystic poet, Rumi, of
the Polymath, Omar,
Khayyam, and of the
ancient scientific
genius, Avicicnna. For
details Call Shahnaz:
333-0340

For Sale

For Sale

~-----

.

.

RiPe looking for a tight
energy-drummer!
Rock, Punk, & Indy
inspired. Call Michael
336-6455

.......~.....,..~-~~--------.-~,

__

''''

DOWN
1 Layperson
dedicated to
religious life
2 Comic Herman
3 Opportune
4 Self
5 Winter quarters
6 Houston pro

©

2002 Tribune Media servlce_,
All rights reserved,

7- Beat ill
8 Endangered ape.
bri~f1y
9 Be in debt to
10 Small bit
11 Merchant fleets
12 Pebbles' pet
13 Numbered
musical piece
21 Multiplying by
three
22 Bikini part
24 Long period
25 "The Music Man"
star
26 Regarded in
error as
27 Christian gospel
30 Actor Gorcey
31 Foxllke
33 Made tracks
34 Perform
.35 Hit the slopes
37 Poker pool
38 Fruit drink
39 Having a second
life
44
Paulo

09128/02

Inc
.

Solutions

.
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Cowboy MiX'
Intelligence
Ripped into
Derisive looks
Singer K.T._
53 Absconds
54 Full of lather

46
48
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50
52
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55 Practice boxing
56 Doozy
60 Memory unit
61 Gardner 01 'The
Killers"
62 Actor Carney
63 Holy smokesl

